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1Scanxl Professional 350 License Keyrar.Re: netapp leiabin 11g From: Scott Solomon Date: Thu, 6 Dec 2002 09:26:04 -0800 I have used netapp leiabin, specifically version 11g. That version has a bug. When the system has many containers, in disk space partioning
mode, the leiabin driver cannot open the disk files until they all are assigned. So, in my case, about 50% of the time a Linux machine could not be rebooted as a result. I have tested this in situations when a disk is nearly full and there is more than enough space, so I

suppose this could happen anywhere, but it seems common at full. I don't have any idea if this is the intended behavior and/or a bug. Maybe someone else can test this and shed some light. At my company we use a StorageMax disk array, and although they are
probably larger than any typical commodity SAN with respect to storage capacity, the array has no problem at full. Anyway, I don't think there is anything wrong with leiabin 10 or earlier. Please let me know if this is the correct way to report a problem. Scott -----

Original Message ----- From: "Barbara L. Irons" To: Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2002 4:54 PM Subject: [diskman-user] Re: netapp leiabin 11g > Does leiabin on Netapp use a RAID-1, RAID-0, RAID-5 method? > When you say "disk space partitioning mode" do you
mean RAID-0 or > RAID-1? > > Thanks, > Barb > > wrote in message > news:fanbanenet.com... >> Hi, >> >> A couple of months ago I got problems upgrading a Dell server from >> leiabin 10 (SCSI) to leiabin 11 (SCSI) in RAID-1 mode. >> >> Before that upgrade

I testet the upgrade from leiabin 10 to >> leiabin 11 in RAID-0 mode. That worked fine 6d1f23a050
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